
For a more detailed discussion on how we can tailor the right Sultrap for you, call us at 1-228-875-5515.
We look forward to hearing from you and serving your needs.

A D V A N TA G E S

D E S I G N

EASE OF INSTALLATION
Installed above ground, eliminating the need for invasive in-ground concrete structures and piping.

EASE OF MAINTENANCE
Maintained without removal from piping and internal basket can be cleaned within a few minutes.

EASE OF MAINTENANCE
Operator can safely clean internal components, simply by closing the inlet valve and de-pressurizing the Sultrap™.

CUSTOMIZABLE
Built per client’s specs, with many variations and augments to choose from.

FILTER SYSTEM
Front-end perforated basket strainer to collect and prevent particulates from settling to the bottom.

PRESSURE SAFETY RELEASE
API pressure relief device per client’s request and quipped with internal/external pressure bypass piping to 

equalize pressure for inspections or maintenance.

HEATING
100% steam jacketed.

FABRICATION
100% 316L Stainless Steel used for all fabricated equipment.

T MS U LT R A P
We are the first to pioneer this above-ground sulfur sealing system. With over 25 years of experience and 

2000+ units in service worldwide, we are able to perfect the Sultrap of today.
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Patented and Proprietary Technology of SOS, Inc.

Traditional seal legs can extend down into the ground for up to 10 meters. When one of 
the tubes experience a plug, leak, or any problems, it becomes a major undertaking to 
repair. Before this can be done, the sulfur recovery unit must be shut down. This can 
result in loss of production.
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The Sultraps can be maintained without being removed from the piping. Maintenance is 
so easy that closing the inlet valve will allow operations personnel to clean the internal 
basket strainer in 5 minutes.
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T MS U LT R A P
Our flagship product, since its inception in 1988, the Sultrap™ has set the standard 
for sulfur recovery units by replacing old, traditional seal legs. The Sultrap is a fully 
customizable sulfur sealing system, with seemingly endless variations designed 
exclusively per client’s needs.  SOS uses only 100% 316L S.S. and full 100% steam 
jacketing on all jacketed equipment. We believe, based on years of experience, this 
jacketing type is the best heating system for this process application.

E A S E  O F  M A I N T E N A N C E

Installing large, deep seal legs requires digging deep into the ground, installing a casing, 
and then the actual system can be installed.

1
I N S TA L L AT I O N

As described above, the operator can close the inlet valve, de-pressurize the Sultrap, 
then open and clean the internal basket safely.
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The old seal design requires closing the inlet valve, removing the top flange, and then 
rod out the long dip tube that the sulfur drains through. This cumbersome procedure 
increases hazards to the crew.  This is precisely the reason why the Sultrap was invented.
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S A F E T Y

The Sultrap is installed above ground, eliminating the need for invasive in-ground concrete structures and 
piping.  

We have worked with plants to fully eliminate their in-ground sulfur storage systems. Installing large concrete 
structures in the ground is costly and is inviting future problems such as water ingression. When all the costs 
are included, the Sultrap is no more expensive than the seal legs with casing. They provide a long-term 
solution to maintenance problems and safety. The Sultrap is customized to the client’s needs and can be 
enhanced with Sulview Sightports, Lookbox, Pressure Surge Relief Device or combined into a Collection 
Header.

In conclusion, every plant/refinery that has installed Sultraps, have continued to come back time and again to 
utilize these devices in their new plants and when retro-fitting their old plants. The costs to benefits are clear. 
The Sultrap can meet almost any piping configuration, has a proven internal design, is highly cost effective, 
and is entirely customizable per client’s needs.
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For a more detailed discussion on how we can tailor the right Collection Header for you, 
call us at 1-228-875-5515.  We look forward to hearing from you and serving your needs.

C O L L E C T I O N  H E A D E R
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C O L L E C T I O N  H E A D E R

Underground sulfur pits within the sulfur recovery units can and will result in 
immense costs for repairs and maintenance. The potential for escaping gases and 
noxious fumes at grade level can impact the safety of personnel and create 
environmental concerns. In the event of underground pit failures, clients are faced 
with placing personnel into hazardous situations below ground to perform 
cleaning, repairs, and inspections.

C O L L E C T I O N  H E A D E R  cont.

The Collection Headers can collect sulfur throughout the integral Sultrap™ for 
continuous online pump out for degassing (if required) to off-site storage. The SOS 
Collection Header can be provided with micro-bubble diffusers for degassing of the 
sulfur. Additional options include 100% jacketing, bolt-on heating panels, or our 
patented Reflective Insulation.

For retrofit installations, there are very minimal piping changes. For new 
installations, the Collection Header would eliminate the requirement for extensive 
and costly civil work.

The Collection Header can in fact be placed into an already existing sulfur pit (i.e. a 
sulfur pit is below ground level)

Easy to retrofit existing plant

Replaces failing sulfur pits 

Option for internal Air Degassing. (Ask for more details on our Degassing 
Technology)

More Cost-effective than continued concrete repairs

Fully enclosed; No escaping gases to activate H2S alarms, local corrosion, and 
operator complaints

Above ground and collects sulfur throughout the integral Sultraps for degassing to 
off-site storage

Minimal piping changes for retrofit installations

O V E R V I E W



For a more detailed discussion on how we can tailor the right Sulview Sightport and Lookbox for you,
call us at 1-228-875-5515.  We look forward to hearing from you and serving your needs.

S U LV I E W  S I G H T P O R T
A N D  L O O K B O X
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S U LV I E W  S I G H T P O R T  A N D  L O O K B O X

The Sulview sightport is an augment to the Sultrap™. It provides a constant, 
unobstructed vision of the sulfur flow content. As a result, operations personnel 
will be able to make effective and efficient adjustments without incurring safety 
hazards.

Patented and Proprietary Technology of SOS, Inc.

S U LV I E W  S I G H T P O R T  A N D  L O O K B O X  cont.

The Sulview houses a steam jacket that distributes heat between the interior and 
exterior glasses. This effect will prevent sulfur fogging and/or water vapor 
condensation on the lens, allowing a clear view of the piping internals.

Same benefits of original Lookbox

All materials of construction are 316L stainless steel

100% jacketed

The design combines our patented Sulview design with a Lookbox

The design has a double sided viewing glass that allows the operator to view the 
sulfur flow downstream of the Sultrap without having to open the vessel.  Because 
of this, it is a safer alternative to the standard Lookbox

The design still has a t-bolt quick opening lid for internal access for sampling or 
cleaning

The design is available in a bottom outlet, horizontal inlet and outlet, or a straight 
flow through design

All dimensions and nozzle orientations are fully customizable per client’s 
requirements

O V E R V I E W



ASIA
EXXONMOBIL | MALAYSIA
EXXONMOBIL | INDONESIA
GS CALTEX | SOUTH KOREA
HYUNDAI OILBANK | SOUTH KOREA
MALAYSIA REFINING | MALAYSIA
SHELL | MALAYSIA
SK CORPORATION | SOUTH KOREA
TECHTROPHY ENTERPRISE INC | TAIWAN
RELIANCE PETROLEUM LTD | INDIA
CHEVROIL | KAZAKHSTAN
POSCO | SOUTH KOREA
SINGAPORE REFINING COMPANY | MALAYSIA
JURONG AROMATICS | MALAYSIA
DAELIM INDUSTRIAL CO, LTD | SOUTH KOREA
MITSUBISHI KAKOKI KAISHA, LTD | JAPAN
JGC VIETNAM | VIETNAM

EUROPE
CHEVRON | WALES
GALP | PORTUGAL
KARPENSKAYA GAS | RUSSIA
LINDSEY OIL | UNITED KINGDOM
PETROGAL | PORTUGAL
ROMPETROL | ROMANIA
STAT OIL | NORWAY
TANECO REFINERY | RUSSIA
TECHNIP | FRANCE
TEKNOSTANDART | RUSSIA
TAIF-NK | RUSSIA

MIDDLE EAST
ADNOC | UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
ARAMCO | SAUDI ARABIA
PETROCHEMICAL | KUWAIT
QATARGAS | QATAR
SAMREF | SAUDI ARABIA
WORLEY PARSONS | SAUDI ARABIA
PETROFAC | QATAR
TAKREER | UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
ADGAS | UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
SAIPEM  | UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

SOUTH AMERICA
ECOPETRO S.A. | COLOMBIA
PETROBRAS | BRAZIL
PETROZUATA JOSE REFINERY | VENEZUELA
REFINERIA DE CARTAGENA S.A. | COLOMBIA
SKANSKA | ARGENTINA
TECHNIP | BRAZIL

CARRIBEAN
VALERO | ARUBA

NORTH AMERICA
BP REFINING | UNITED STATES
CALUMET | UNITED STATES
CENEX REFINING (CHS) | UNITED STATES
CHEVRON | UNITED STATES
CONOCOPHILLIPS | UNITED STATES
ELK HORN REFINERY | UNITED STATES
EXXONMOBIL | UNITED STATES
LYONDELL BASSELL | UNITED STATES
MARATHON OIL | UNITED STATES
MOTIVA | UNITED STATES
PHILADELPHIA ENERGY SOLUTIONS | UNITED 
STATES
PREMCOR | UNITED STATES
REGENCY GAS | UNITED STATES
SUNOCO | UNITED STATES
TESORO REFINERY | UNITED STATES
PRINCIPAL TECHNOLOGY (PTI) | UNITED 
STATES
FLINT HILLS RESOURCES (FHR) | UNITED 
STATES
TESSENDERLO KERLY (TKS) | UNITED STATES
DUKE ENERGY | UNITED STATES
VALERO | UNITED STATES
SUNCOR ENERGY | CANADA
CANADIAN NATURAL (CNRL) | CANADA
NEXEN | CANADA
IMPERIAL OIL | CANADA
CHEMTRADE | CANADA
CHEVRON | CANADA
ENCANA | CANADA
SPECTRA ENERGYCANADA

For a more detailed discussion on how we can tailor the right PSRD for you, call us at 1-228-875-5515.
We look forward to hearing from you and serving your needs.

C L I E N T  L I S T  A N D  L O C AT I O N

P R E S S U R E  S U R G E
R E L I E F  D E V I C E  ( P S R D )
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Does not rely on springs

Internal shaft can be removed for inspection

Upper plate re-seals itself

Fully-steamed jacketed

K E Y  B E N E F I T S

The upper plate has a maximum travel of 1 inch. In the upper chamber, the upper 
plate has small weep holes that allow a small volume of nitrogen/IA to 
continuously purge the relief chamber and exit out the pressure through the 
nozzle.

The total relief area = (circumference of the lower plug * the 1 inch rise). A 4 inch 
diameter plug would have a circumference of 12.5 area of open upon a 1 inch rise. 
Most relief systems that can permit this area are rupture systems that cannot 
reseal themselves.

The seals indicated are AFLAS material; however, the material selection is based on 
operating parameters.

Patented and Proprietary Technology of SOS, Inc.
P R E S S U R E  S U R G E  R E L I E F  D E V I C E

SOS developed the PSRD to provide a large volume relief to an over-pressurized 
Sultrap in the sulfur recovery industry; however, the mechanism has applications 
in many industries.

The top chamber has a nitrogen/instrument air (IA) pad and the gas pressure is 
supplied through a small instrument back pressure regulator. The set pressure is 
based on the overall cross section area between the top plate and the seat cross 
section area of the lower plug.

P R E S S U R E  S U R G E  R E L I E F  D E V I C E  cont .

For example: if the lower plug has a diameter of 4 inches, the upper plate would 
have a diameter of 6 inches. If the design pressure for relief is 20 psig, then 
nitrogen/IA pad would have a chamber pressure of 9 psig.

If pressure falls below the relief point, the upper chamber would maintain a 
downward force on the seal to prevent pressure from the inlet to escape. If 
pressure rises above the relief point, the shaft would rise, allowing gas to escape 
and exit. Once the pressure is below the relief point again, the cycle continues.



S U L - C L E A N
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For a more detailed discussion on how we can tailor the right Sul-Clean for you, 

call us at 1-228-875-5515.  We look forward to hearing from you and serving your needs.



Patented and Proprietary Technology of SOS, Inc.
S U L - C L E A N

The purpose of the SUL-CLEAN tower is to remove/convert hydrogen sulfide 
compounds in the sulfur produced by claus recovery units.  The industry has used 
air for degassing for years in various forms and technologies under different 
names and designs. This configuration is the standard method with air for 
degassing.

S U L - C L E A N  cont.

However, the two primary differences follow: production of the air bubbles utilizes 
a distribution system that increases the number of bubbles by decreasing the size 
which results in a large increase in the overall surface area.  

Also, the tower uses a two-step method for contacting the air with the sulfur. The 
first stage removes the greater portion of H2S/H2Sx’s, similar to existing designs. 
This contaminated air is removed from the tower. Then, a second contact section 
introduces fresh air to act as a polishing section for the sulfur which includes the 
same air diffusing system that is in the first stage of the tower. The sulfur flow/level 
is controlled by a SOS SulTrap designed for this special application. Standard level 
control devices have at time been an issue,

This two-step process provides that extra line of protection to prevent sulfur with 
higher than permitted levels of hydrogen sulfide from being transported.



For a more detailed discussion on how we can tailor the right Sulfur Dioxide Injection for you,
call us at 1-228-875-5515.  We look forward to hearing from you and serving your needs.

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E
I N J E C T I O N
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S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  I N J E C T I O N

Sulfur dioxide can be produced externally and injected into a thermal reactor, 
reaction vessel, or at any location where hydrogen sulfide is present. This process 
can significantly increase the capacity of a Claus and tail gas unit.

This procedure also reduces the cost for new plant sulfur recovery unit applications 
by eliminating the need for additional thermal reactors, large waste heat boilers, 
and traditional re-heaters. The SO2 is produced by a unique processing unit that 
also provides high quality nitrogen for use on-site at no extra cost.

Patented and Proprietary Technology of SOS, Inc.

MULTI-POINT SO2 INJECTION CAN SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE THE CLAUS AND TAIL GAS UNIT’S 
CAPACITY WITH MINIMAL CHANGES TO EXISTING EQUIPMENT

SO2 is produced externally and injected into a thermal reactor or reaction vessel

S U L F U R  D I O X I D E  I N J E C T I O N  cont.

The advanced no-monia process will allow clients to process large volumes of sour 
water stripper gas without major modifications to the current sulfur recovery unit.

Multi-point SO2 injection in SRUs increases capacity with minimum modifications 
and provides flexibility for performance optimization

SO2 generation is proven technology

Cost savings for SRU Thermal Stage Equipment

K E Y  B E N E F I T S



For a more detailed discussion on how we can tailor the right Sul-Tower for you,
call us at 1-228-875-5515.  We look forward to hearing from you and serving your needs.

S U L -T O W E R
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S U L -T O W E R  cont.

This system eliminates the thermal reactor along with all the issues of the 
refractory and elevated temperature experienced on the tube sheet of the WHB 
which is also eliminated.

The cooling phase and resulting riser acts at the first condenser prior to entering 
the first catalytic section.  The final heat balance is determined by compositions of 
acid gas and resulting sulfur production. This determines how much of the 
produced and collected sulfur is directed back into the base of the tower.  

Down stream processing of the tail gas can be minimized by adjusting the H2S/SO2 
ratio in the last bed. This adjustment along with an additional bed can result in 
minimum or no hydrogenation reactor requirement. 



S U L -T O W E R

Sulfur Operation Support, Inc., is introducing the new Sul-Tower which 
incorporates a sulfur dioxide production tower with standard claus unit catalytic 
bed into a single vessel.  

This revolutionary design will decrease plot space and overall cost of the standard 
claus train which utilizes several individual pieces of equipment into a single vessel.  

S U L -T O W E R  c o n t .

The patent pending design uses a standard SO2 production whereby sulfur is 
produced in the bottom of the tower to make pure SO2 which can be used to 
injection into a standard design claus unit for capacity increase. SOS holds the 
patent on this technology for capacity increases in existing claus units.

This new configuration uses the same design for SO2 production whereby oxygen 
is introduced sub-liquid level of sulfur at prescribed temperature to combust/react 
the sulfur with oxygen (or air) to produce the high purity SO2.

In this design, the amine acid gas feed is introduced above the liquid level mixing 
with the high purity SO2.  The combined feed gases start the claus reaction. The 
ratio is determined by the amount of acid gas and oxygen introduced into the 
tower.

The combined stream is cooled internally and flow upward through a riser. The 
reaction continues as the gas rises to the top of the tower. Once the flow reaches 
the tower head, the flow is reversed through a reheat phase and passes downward 
through the standard catalyst bed followed by a condensing section.  

The sulfur is accumulated on tray and allowed to flow off the tray through SulTrap. 
The unreacted gases continue the downward flow through a capped pipe into the 
second reaction system which includes another reheat, catalyst bed and 
condenser. Again, the sulfur is collected and allowed to pass through a SulTrap in a 
pit or back into the liquid level of the tower.

Both the above beds have slip stream of acid gas feed to adjust the ratio of the 
sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. 

Calculated efficiency is approximately 95% or higher depending on the acid gas 
feed. Final efficiency is expected to be higher.  
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